
Step 4: Affix top strap around the tripod. 
Depending on the size of the tripod, you may want 
to wrap the strap around the top of the tripod to 
secure it to the bag. Be sure to route the top strap 
under the head, or something that will hold the 
tripod vertically.

Step 2: Attach included shoulder strap

Step 3: Away you go!

Step 1: IMPORTANT: When attaching a tripod, be 
sure to secure the inner compression strap of the 
top compartment. This will ensure the drawstring 
of the main compartment remains closed during 
your adventure.

Step 1: Fill reservoir and place in the internal 
hydration pocket. Use the tether to hold your 
reservoir in place.

Step 2: Remove tripod strap from top and bottom 
pockets indicated with a colored tab.

Step 2: Guide the tube through the pass-through 
slot and down the shoulder straps. Secure with 
elastic straps and adjust to a convenient length.

Step 3: Secure the lower strap over the lower legs.

Step 1: Remove camera compartment from 
side opening.

TRIPOD ATTACHMENT

HYDRATION FITTING
UltraLight Dual 25L fits most 2.5L hydration reservoirs (not included)
UltraLight Dual 36L fits most 3L hydration reservoirs (not included) SHOULDER BAG CONVERSION
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Step 1: Remove camera compartment from side opening.

Step 1: Remove camera compartment from side opening.

Step 2: Feed backpack waistbelt through rear pass-through of 
camera compartment.

Step 3: Secure waistbelt.

Step 4: Optional—Add shoulder strap to help distribute weight 

Step 5: Be careful when detaching the waistbelt to make sure 
the camera compartment is secure.

BELT-PACK CONVERSION RAINCOVER - ATTACHMENT TRAP-DOOR PLATFORM

Step 1: Position the slit in the raincover at the bottom-front of 
the bag. 

Step 2: Wrap raincover around top of bag.

Step 3: If you are using a tripod, separate the hook & loop seam 
at bottom and extend the legs through the slot.

Step 4: Wrap raincover around bottom of the bag.

Step 2: Detach hook/loop panels.

Step 1: Remove the camera compartment from side opening.

Step 2: Wrap raincover around bottom of bag and position 
the red loops of the raincover at the back-top of the camera 
compartment.

Step 3: Wrap the top of the raincover over the shoulder bag and 
secure plastic clips to red loops.  

Step 3: Push platform down.
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The Tripod Suspension Kit allows hands-free mobility and 
instant access to your tripod. Custom aluminum hardware 
attaches the tripod to your shoulder harness with a set of easily 
adjustable straps.

TRIPOD SUSPENSION KIT FRONT MOUNT –  
WITH TRIPOD SUSPENSION KIT

FILTER HIVE / FILTER NEST

Using the Tripod Suspension kit, you can affix your camera 
compartment as a chest pack. Simply attach the Tripod 
Suspension kit to the sides of the camera compartment and 
feed either the backpack sternum strap or waistbelt through the 
rear pass-through of the camera compartment.

The Filter Hive or Filter Nest can attach to the webbing strap on 
either waistbelt wing, increasing accessibility to your filters.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Please visit our website and YouTube page for additional images and instructional videos:
mindshiftgear.com
youtube.com/MindShiftGear
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ACCESSORIES (SOLD SEPARATELY)


